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A Belgian Transect (A series of live performances, 2012)
A Belgian Transect captures the trace of a 200km journey
made by Eleanor Wynne Davis and Bram Thomas Arnold
who walked together through Belgium; noting, looking,
listening, camping, playing and performing together and
alone, as they went.
They set out to explore the transect through which to explore
Eleanor, Bram and Belgium and the relationship between them;
using Field Broadcasts as a medium.
The journey resulted in a series of improvised field
performances mixing hi-tech and lo-fi capturing a trace of
a path beaten across the Flemish landscape and its grittier
suburbs; lost between the romantic and the melancholic, the
mundane and the sublime.
The journey was part of Sideways 2012 and was supported
by Wales Arts Interntaional.
vimeo.com/49181747

www.eleanorwynnedavis.co.uk

well (book, 2012)

Untitled Piece (Composition, 2010)

In the midst of everything, what makes
you feel well?
Excerpts from a collection of
conversations conducted in and around
Frenchay and Southmead hospitals.
Artists Eleanor Wynne Davis & Deborah
Aguirre Jones were commissioned by
North Bristol NHS Trust as part of the
Fresh Arts Programme for the New
Hospital to create a series of artworks
during this time of transition. Called
MOVE, this series seeks to make
connections, start conversations and
honour the past and future hospitals. Well is the first visible
element of MOVE.
During Summer 2011 the artists travelled through the
hospitals asking people “In the midst of everything, what
makes you feel well?” They wanted to find out something of the
people who make up the hospitals, what makes them tick and
go on to share this with others.
www.movinghospital.co.uk/projects/well

Solo performance piece for violin & viola written as part of
a two week residency October 2010, with The Society for
Curious Thought.
First performed March 2011at Howtosayto, hosted by Ergo
Phizmiz Bridport Arts Centre. Recorded live at J&J Studio
Bristol, March 2011.
She was in a cabin on the fens for 10 days, it rained a lot, she
was lonely.
She spent time thinking about family.
She doesn’t know this part of the world at all; it could have been
the other side of the world.
As it happens her unknown mother and sister live 15 miles
away from the cabin.
She thought about them and about her mum mum, who lives in
Wales, who she loves dearly, Wales felt a long way away.
Knowing, not knowing and unknowing.
Nature and nurture.
soundcloud.com/eleanorwynnedavis/untitled-piece

www.eleanorwynnedavis.co.uk

Tented City (Installation, 2010)

A one day, dawn ’til dusk installation, Tented City was the
launch event of Davis & Jones’ public engagement programme
at Junction 3 in Easton, Bristol.
The installation physically marked the site of a new library and
housing development and drew on the history of the area with
a diverse and mobile community. It created a visual spectacle
and physically marked the site the new development sparking
people’s imagination and creating shared experience.
In the course of a day approximately 5000 people visited the site.
junction3.wordpress.com

CAGED (Sound Instllation, 2008)

Caged is a sound installation and sculpture first shown at
Cinderella Hills group show at CCANW, Exeter, UK 2008
This work came out of an exploration of notions of ‘wild’
that began with spending time at Paignton Zoological Park,
Devon and playing violin for the gorillas. In response to these
encounters Davis developed a body of work that included live
performance, recordings, sculpture and sound installation.
The recording was installed in a cage that was positioned
variously on Dartmoor and at gallery at the Centre for
Contemporary Arts in The Natural World (CCANW), where
people were invited to sit within the cage and listen via
headphones to a sound piece from Paignton Zoological Park
that mixes monkeys and seagulls.
soundcloud.com/eleanorwynnedavis/caged-installation

